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Abstract
We consider the problem of protection in multilayer networks. In single-layer net-
works, a pair of disjoint paths can be used to provide protection for a source-destination
pair. However, this approach cannot be directly applied to layered networks where
disjoint paths may not always exist. In this thesis, we take a new approach which is
based on finding a set of paths that may not be disjoint but together will survive any
single physical link failure. First, we consider the problem of finding the minimum
number of survivable paths. In particular, we focus on two versions of this prob-
lem: one where the length of a path is restricted, and the other where the number
of paths sharing a fiber is restricted. We prove that in general, finding the minimum
survivable path set is NP-hard, whereas both of the restricted versions of the prob-
lem can be solved in polynomial time. We formulate the problem as Integer Linear
Programs (ILPs), and use these formulations to develop heuristics and approxima-
tion algorithms. Next, we consider the problem of finding a set of survivable paths
that uses the minimum number of fibers. We show that this problem is NP-hard in
general, and develop heuristics and approximation algorithms with provable approx-
imation bounds. We also model the dependency of communication networks on the
power grid as a layered network, and investigate the survivability of communication
networks in this layered setting. Finally, we present simulation results comparing the
different algorithms.
Thesis Supervisor: Professor Eytan Modiano
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Multilayer network architectures such as IP-over-WDM have played an important
role in advancing modern communication networks. Typically, a layered network is
constructed by embedding a logical topology onto a physical topology such that each
logical link is routed using a path in the physical topology. While such a layering
approach enables to take advantage of the flexibility of upper layer technology (e.g.,
IP) and the high data rates of the lower layer technology (e.g., WDM), it raises a
number of challenges for efficient and reliable operations. In this thesis, we focus on
the issue of providing protection in layered networks.
1.1 Background on Network Survivability
Optical communication networks are an increasingly popular technology for high-
speed Wide Area Networks. This is due to the fact that fiber optic cable has a large
bandwidth and by using Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM), this bandwidth
can be shared among different channels (wavelengths). In IP-over-WDM networks,
the IP network is the logical topology which is mapped on top of the physical topology
of the optical network, such that each logical link (also known as lightpath) is routed
on a path of fibers in the physical topology. Moreover, with WDM technology, each
fiber can carry multiple logical links using different wavelengths. Although, this
layered network has a very high capacity to transfer data, it is also very vulnerable to
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disruptions. This is due to the fact that in the case of a physical fiber’s failure, all of
the lightpaths traversing the failed fiber will be disrupted; so a fiber cut can lead to
tremendous traffic loss. Due to the tremendous traffic loss that a failure may cause,
network survivability becomes a critical concern in network design and its real-time
operation [2, 3, 4].
Most research work on survivability in WDM networks focus on the recovery from
a single link or node failure, where one failure is repaired before another failure is
assumed to occur in the network, since single failures are the predominant form of
failures in optical networks [4].
The protection problem in single-layer networks is rather straightforward; namely,
providing a pair of disjoint paths (one for primary and one for backup) guarantees
a route between two nodes against any single link failure. However, this approach
cannot be directly applied to layered networks; because a pair of seemingly disjoint
paths at the logical layer may share a physical link and thus simultaneously fail in the
event of a physical link failure. To address this issue, Bhandari in [5] introduced the
notion of physically disjoint logical paths. In fact, he showed that the requirement
for primary path and protection path is that they have to be diversely routed so that
at least one path can survive a single failure in the network.
The notion of Shared Risk Link Group (SRLG) was introduced in [6], which refers
to a group of links sharing the same risk (e.g., fiber and conduit). Hu generalized
the diverse routing problem in optical mesh networks [7]. He proved that finding
two risk disjoint paths in a two layered network is NP-complete using a reduction
from the set-splitting problem. He also proved the same hardness result for a special
case of the problem which minimized the total number of fibers used in the two risk
disjoint paths. Having shown that there is no polynomial algorithm to solve the
problem exactly, he provides an ILP formulation for the problem which helps solve
small instances of the problem.
There is a tremendous amount of literature relating to finding SRLG-disjoint
paths, and many people have come up with different algorithms and heuristics to
solve this problem. Xu et. al. investigated an important issue in the heuristics
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for SRLG paths that is avoiding failures in path determination caused by “traps”
[8]. They have shown that the proposed heuristics for finding the SRLG paths run
into traps in 30% of the time, i.e. cannot come up with a solution. On the other
hand, as shown by Hu solving the exact problem using the ILP-based formulation is
not possible for large instances of the network. Therefore, they proposed a modified
heuristic algorithm for avoiding this problem.
Later, Xu et. al. proposed a new algorithm which maximizes bandwidth sharing
in the structure of SRLG, and at the same time avoids the traps [9]. In their proposed
algorithm, they used a novel dynamic programming technique which achieves a higher
bandwidth efficiency and lower request blocking probability.
Datta and Somani [10] proposed graph transformation techniques for protecting
the multilayer network against single failures. In fact, they showed that although
finding two diversely routed paths is NP-complete, there are certain restrictive failure
sets which make the problem simpler. They showed that in such setting it is possible
to restore the network against shared risk link failures, by using graph transformation
techniques.
In all of these papers, the authors assumed that the physical and logical networks,
and the routing of logical layer on the physical layer are given. Given these settings,
the problem was to find the primary and backup paths. Another well-studied problem
is network design, and the problem of finding a survivable routing of logical links on
the physical topology. Modiano and Narula-Tam highlighted the fact that it is very
important to route the lightpaths such that a single failure cannot disconnect the
whole network [11]. Showing that the problem of survivable routing is NP-complete,
they came up with a necessary and sufficient condition for survivability of light path
routing that could be imposed in the ILP formulation. Moreover, since the problem
was computationally hard to solve for large scale instances, they developed approx-
imation algorithms for this problem. Figure 1-1 shows that changing the mapping
of the logical layer on the physical layer can lead to a survivable routing. Here, the
physical topology consists of 5 nodes and 6 fibers, and logical topology consists of the
same 6 nodes and 6 lightpaths. Each lightpath can be routed on a set of fibers under
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a special mapping. In the logical topology, two paths can be found between nodes 1
and 4, one is exactly lightpath (1-4) and the other is the set of lightpaths (1-2),(2-
3) and (3-4). In both mappings, lightpaths (1-2),(2-3),(3-4) and (4-5) are directly
mapped on the underlying fiber. However, in the left mapping lightpaths (1-4) and
(2-5) are mapped on the fibers (1,2)(2,4) and (2,4)(2,5); where in the right mapping
lightpaths (1-4) and (2-5) are mapped on the fibers (1,5)(5,4) and (2,1)(1,5). Given
this structure, in the left mapping both paths between nodes 1 and 4 are routed on
fiber (1,2); thus the failure of this fiber disconnects both of paths. However, in the
right mapping, no fiber is common between the two paths; therefore, these two paths
are risk disjoint.
(a) Structure
(b) Mapping
Figure 1-1: In the left mapping, fiber 1-2 disconnects both paths between nodes 1
and 4; However, in the right mapping, no fiber can disconnect both paths. Therefore,
the two paths are risk disjoint.
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Later, Lee et. al. introduced the problem of maximizing the connectivity of
layered networks [12]. They defined the Min-Cut and Max-Flow as an important
connectivity metric, and showed that these metrics have a different meaning in the
layered setting. In particular, they showed that the Min-Cut Max-Flow Theorem does
not hold in a layered graph, and in fact computing each metric is NP-complete. They
proposed Min Cross Layer Cut(MCLC) as a new metric for measuring connectivity of
multilayer networks, and showed that a layered network with a large MCLC results
in a more resilient network.
1.2 Outline and Contributions
Although the SRLG-disjoint paths problem has been well studied, there are several
challenges to this approach. First, SRLG-disjoint paths may not always exist (Figure
1-2). Second, such a pair of paths could be very long and thus vulnerable (Figure 1-3).
While by associating appropriate cost to a path, the SRLG-disjoint paths problem can
be modified to find a path set avoiding long paths, the modified problem is known
to be NP-hard [7] and there is no known algorithm with provable approximation
guarantee.
(a) Physical Topology
(b) Logical Topology
(c) Mapping
Figure 1-2: Topologies in Multilayer Networks
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(a) Physical Topology
(b) Logical Topology
(c) Mapping
Figure 1-3: Long SRLG-disjoint Paths
In order to address these challenges, we take an alternative approach that is
based on finding a set of paths that together will survive any single physical link
failure. Thus, in the case that SRLG-disjoint paths do not exist, we may find three
or more paths such that in the event of a fiber failure, at least one of the paths
remain connected. This notion of survivable path set generalizes the traditional notion
of SRLG-disjoint paths, and enables to provide protection for a broader range of
scenarios. Our contributions can be summarized as follows:
• We introduce a new notion of survivable path set to provide protection even for
the case where SRLG-disjoint paths do not exist;
• We prove the NP-hardness of the minimum survivable path set (MSP) problem;
• We show that under certain practical restrictions, the MSP problem is polyno-
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mially solvable;
• We develop heuristics and approximation algorithms for the MSP problem.
Moreover, we look at other infrastructures with dependency between different lay-
ers. One of the most important infrastructures, which we discuss in this thesis, is
the communication network (e.g. Internet) and power grid, and the strong depen-
dency of communication network on the power network. We simplify the model of
communication network and power grid, and develop a topology mapping between
the two networks. This allows us to analyze the dependency of these two networks
by formulating a set of similar reliability problems in this setting.
In the following section, we present the network model. In Chapter 2, we study
the problem of finding a minimum set of paths that will survive any single fiber failure
and develop several approximation algorithms. In Chapter 3, we design approxima-
tion algorithms for finding a survivable path set that uses the minimum number of
fibers. In Chapter 4, we extend the layered network to model the dependency of com-
munication networks on the power grid, and discuss the reliability problems in this
new model. Finally, we provide simulation results, conclusions and future research
directions in Chapter 5.
1.3 Network Model
We consider a layered network that consists of a logical topology GL = (VL, EL) built
on top of a physical topology GP = (VP , EP ) where V and E are the sets of nodes
and links respectively. Each logical link (i, j) in EL is mapped onto an i− j path in
the physical topology. This is called lightpath routing. Different lightpaths may use
the same fiber (physical link), therefore when a fiber fails, all the lightpaths using
that fiber will fail. Hence, a logical path survives the failure of any fiber that it does
not use.
As mentioned above, we generalize the traditional notion of SRLG-disjoint paths
to account for the case where there does not exist a pair of SRLG-disjoint paths. In
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a layered network, a set of logical paths is said to be survivable if at least one of the
paths remain connected after any single physical link failure. Hence, a survivable set
consisting of two paths is a pair of SRLG-disjoint paths. Note that there may exist
a survivable path set while SRLG-disjoint paths do not exist. For example, consider
the physical and logical topologies in Figure 1-2. Each dashed line in Figure 1-3(c)
shows the lightpath routing of each logical link over the physical topology. Under
this lightpath routing, each pair of logical paths between nodes 1 and 4 shares some
fibers.
Suppose that we want to find a set of logical paths between nodes 1 and 4 in Figure
1-2 that can survive any single physical link failure. Clearly, there does not exist a
pair of SRLG-disjoint paths as each pair of logical paths shares a fiber. However,
it is straightforward to check that the set of 3 paths can survive any single fiber
cut, although they are not SRLG-disjoint. This example shows that the traditional
protection schemes based on SRLG-disjoint paths (such as the ones in [7]) may fail
to provide protection against single physical link failures, while there exists a set of
paths that can together provide protection. Our goal in this thesis is to address the
problem of finding a set of survivable paths that together will survive any single fiber
failure.
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Chapter 2
Minimum Survivable Paths Set
(MSP)
We start with the problem of finding a minimum survivable path set, i.e., the mini-
mum cardinality set of paths between a pair of nodes s and t that survive any single
physical link (fiber) failure. We first present a path-based Integer Linear Program
(ILP) formulation for this problem, assuming that the entire set of s − t paths with
their routings over fibers is given. For each path j, let Pj be a binary variable which
takes the value 1 if path j is selected, and 0 otherwise. The matrix A ∈ Rm×n refers
to the mapping of all n paths over the m fibers such that aij = 0 if path j uses fiber
i and aij = 1 otherwise. Let e be a m× 1 vector of ones.
minimize
n∑
j=1
Pj (2.1)
subject to A× P ≥ e (2.2)
Pj ∈ {0, 1}, j = 1, · · · , n (2.3)
In the above, the objective function is the number of selected paths. Each row
i ∈ {1, · · · ,m} in constraint (2.2) requires that at least one selected path survives the
failure of fiber i, i.e., the selected path set should be survivable. Hence, the optimal
solution to the above optimization problem gives a minimum survivable path set.
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Although this formulation requires the knowledge of every path (which is possibly
exponential in the number of fibers), the compact and clean expression of the path-
based formulation enables us to analyze the useful properties of survivable path sets.
Later, we will use this formulation to develop heuristics and approximation algorithms
for finding a minimum survivable path set.
The MSP problem can also be formulated using a polynomial number of con-
straints and variables without enumerating all of the paths. Let Ptot denote the
number of selected s − t logical paths, EL denote the set of logical links and EkL
denote the set of remaining logical links after the failure of fiber k. Note that for
survivability, each EkL should contain at least one of the selected paths. Let xijk
be 1 if link (i, j) in EkL is selected to form an s − t path over the remaining graph
GkL = (VL, E
k
L), and 0 otherwise. Let yij be 1 if the selected path set uses logical
link (i, j), and 0 otherwise. The following link-based formulation describes the MSP
problem.
minimize Ptot (2.4)
subject to
∑
(s,j)∈EL
ysj = Ptot
∑
(i,t)∈EL
yit = Ptot
∑
(i,j)∈EL
yij −
∑
(j,i)∈EL
yji = 0, ∀i 6= s, t

(2.5)
∑
(s,j)∈EkL
xsjk = 1, ∀k
∑
(i,t)∈EkL
xitk = 1, ∀k
∑
(i,j)∈EkL
xijk −
∑
(j,i)∈EkL
xjik = 0 ∀k,∀i 6= s, t

(2.6)
yij ≥ xijk ∀k, i, j (2.7)
xijk ∈ {0, 1} ∀k, i, j (2.8)
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The constraints in (2.6) require that each remaining logical graph EkL should contain
an s − t path, which guarantees the survivability against any single physical link
failure. By the constraints in (2.7), logical link (i, j) is selected if it has been used in
some remaining logical graph GkL = (VL, E
k
L). Hence, the constraints in (2.5) require
that there should be total Ptot flows between nodes s and t over the selected logical
links specified by yij’s. Consequently, the variable Ptot counts the total number of
paths selected for survivability. In Section 5, we will use this formulation to verify
the performance bound of our approximation algorithms.
2.1 MSP in general setting
In this section, we show that the MSP problem is NP-hard in general and discuss
some algorithms that can be used to solve the problem. In Sections 2.2 and 2.3, we
will study the MSP problem under practical constraints. Our first result pertains to
the complexity of the MSP problem as stated in Theorem 2.1.1 below.
2.1.1 Complexity
Theorem 2.1.1. Computing the minimum number of survivable paths in multilayer
networks is NP-hard. In addition, this minimum value cannot be approximated within
any constant factor, unless P = NP .
The proof of Theorem 2.1.1 relies on a mapping between the survivable path set
problem and the minimum set cover problem. Suppose that each path corresponds to
a set of fibers that are not used by that path, i.e., survived. Then, finding a minimum
survivable path set is equivalent to finding a minimum path set that survives (covers)
all of the fibers.
Minimum Set Cover: Given a set of elements E = {e1, e2, ..., en} and a family
F = {C1, C2, ..., Cm} of subsets of E, and the minimum value k such that there exist
k subsets {Cj1, Cj2, ..., Cjk} ⊂ F that cover E, i.e., ∪Cjl ∈ C = E [13].
Proof. Given an instance of Minimum Set Cover Problem with ground set E and
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family of subsets R, we construct a physical topology E = {f1, · · · , fm} containing
all m fibers and a logical topology R = {P1, · · · , Pn}, where each Pj corresponds to
the set of fibers that survive in the failure of path j, i.e. all fibers that are not used
by path j. It follows that the minimum number of logical paths that survives all the
physical fibers is equal to the size of a minimum set cover. As the last step of proof, we
need to show we can construct a physical topology with the given routing. Given the
set of paths and the fibers used by each path (complement of fibers survived by each
path), we can use the physical topology in [12]. The inapproximability result follows
immediately from the inapproximabilities of the Minimum Set Cover problem.
2.1.2 Approximation Algorithms
Greedy
Since the problem is computationally hard to solve, we consider heuristics and ap-
proximation algorithms that give a set of survivable paths in polynomial time. Owing
to the similarity to the set cover problem, the heuristics that have been developed for
set cover problems can be used here. In particular, a common approach to solve the
set cover problem is the greedy algorithm. In order to apply the greedy algorithm to
our setting, one needs to enumerate all of the paths with their routings on the fibers.
In general, the number of paths in a multilayer network is exponential in the total
number of fibers. Moreover, in each iteration, the greedy algorithm tries to find a
path that survives the maximum number of fibers. This is equivalent to the Minimum
Color Path problem, which is known to be NP-hard. [14]
Randomized Rounding
Another approach which can be used to approximate the set cover problem is ran-
domized rounding. Randomized rounding gives an O(logm) approximation, where
m is the number of fibers [15]. This is the best possible approximation for the MSP
problem, which is due to the fact that the minimum set cover problem cannot be
approximated within better than a logm factor [16].
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Fortunately, practical systems impose certain physical constraints that make the
survivable path-set problem easier to solve. For example, due to physical impairments
and delay constraints, paths are typically limited in length. Furthermore, in WDM
networks, the sharing of a fiber by the logical links is limited by the number of
available wavelengths. In the following, we show that these physical limitations make
the MSP problem tractable.
2.2 The Path Length Restricted Version
In this section, we assume that each logical path is restricted to use at most K fibers.
Restricting the length of paths (i.e., number of fibers on each path) is a realistic
assumption, because each logical link is typically constrained in the number of fibers
that it may use, and each logical path is constrained in the number of logical links.
Lemma 2.2.1. Under the path length restriction, the optimal number of survivable
paths is at most K + 1.
Proof. By the assumption, each path uses at most K fibers, and thus at least m−K
fibers are survived by a path. Suppose that we have selected an arbitrary path, and
want to add other paths to form a survivable path set. In the worst case, each of
the newly selected paths can survive only a single fiber which is not survived by the
previously selected paths. Since there are at most K fibers that are not survived by
the first path, we need at most K additional paths to survive the rest of the fibers.
Therefore, the total number of paths will not exceed K + 1.
Lemma 2.2.2. In the path length restricted version of MSP, the total number of paths
is polynomial in the number of fibers m, and can be enumerated in polynomial time.
Proof. Under the assumption, a path can consist of up to K fibers, and thus at most
K logical links. In a graph with n nodes there can be O(nK) paths of length up to
K. Since the number of nodes is at most 2m, the total number of logical paths of
length up to K is O(mK). A simple exhaustive search can be used to enumerate the
paths.
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Theorem 2.2.1. The path length restricted version of the MSP problem can be solved
in polynomial time.
Proof. By Lemma 2.2.1, MSP needs at most K+1 paths to survive any single failure.
Therefore, one can find the exact solution by searching through all subsets of paths
with sizes 2, 3, ..., K + 1. This will take O(PK+1) iterations where P is the total
number of paths. On the other hand, by Lemma 2.2.2, the total number of paths is
O(mK). Therefore, the total running time of exhaustive search is O(mK(K+1)) which
is polynomial in the total number of fibers.
Although this exhaustive search returns an optimal solution, its running time can
be prohibitive for large values of m and K. This motivates us to study heuristics
and approximation algorithms with better running time. First, we consider a greedy
algorithm, followed by a randomized algorithm based on ε-net which is a well-known
technique in the area of computational geometry.
2.2.1 Greedy Algorithm
The first heuristic we consider is a greedy algorithm which is similar to the greedy
algorithm for the minimum set cover problem. The input to the greedy algorithm is
the set of paths with the set of fibers used by each path and the set of all fibers. The
greedy algorithm is an iterative algorithm that works as follows. In the first iteration,
it selects a path using the minimum number of fibers, and updates the set of fibers
not survived by the selected path. This greedy path selection is repeated until the
selected path set survives all of the fibers. Following the proof of Lemma 2.2.1, it can
be shown that the greedy algorithm also finds a survivable path set with size at most
K + 1.
As discussed in Section 2.1, the greedy algorithm generally gives an O(logm) ap-
proximation to the minimum survivable path set. However, under the assumption of
restricted path length, it provides a better approximation as stated in Theorem 2.2.2.
Theorem 2.2.2. The greedy algorithm provides an O(logK) approximation in poly-
nomial time for the path length restricted version of MSP.
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Proof. Let ξ be the size of minimum survivable path set. Let ni be the number of
fibers that are not survived after the ith iteration of the greedy algorithm. Clearly, we
have n1 ≤ K. Now, note that there is a path that survives at least n1ξ of the remaining
n1 fibers, because otherwise the size of the optimal path set would be larger than ξ.
Hence, in the second iteration, the greedy algorithm would select a path that survives
at least n1
ξ
of fibers. Thus,
n2 ≤ n1 − n1
ξ
≤ K(1− 1
ξ
). (2.9)
Similarly,
n3 ≤ n2 − n2
ξ
≤ K(1− 1
ξ
)2, (2.10)
and in general,
ni ≤ K(1− 1
ξ
)i. (2.11)
The greedy algorithm will terminate when nt < 1, and this condition is satisfied
when
K(1− 1
ξ
)t < 1, (2.12)
where t is the total number of iterations. Since 1 − x < e−x for x > 0, inequality
(2.12) is satisfied when
Ke−
t
ξ ≤ 1⇔ t ≤ ξ × logK. (2.13)
Therefore, the greedy algorithm provides an O(logK) approximation.
To prove the polynomial time complexity, note that in each iteration of the greedy
algorithm, the best path can be found in O(mK) by searching through all the paths
(see the proof of Theorem 2.2.1). Furthermore, as mentioned above, the greedy
algorithm terminates in at most K + 1 iterations. Therefore, the computational
complexity of the greedy algorithm is O(KmK).
Although the greedy algorithm runs significantly faster than the exhaustive search
algorithm, its running time can still be prohibitive for large K and m. Hence, we
develop a novel randomized algorithm which has a considerably better running time.
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This algorithm builds upon solutions to the closely related Set Cover and Hitting
Set problems [13]. In particular, the algorithm is based on ε-net, a concept in com-
putational geometry, which provides an approximation algorithm for the Hitting Set
problem.
2.2.2 ε-net Algorithm
Our ε-net algorithm is an iterative algorithm which selects each path with some
probability. If all the fibers are survived by the selected path set in the first iteration,
the algorithm terminates. Otherwise, it changes the probability of selecting each path
and selects a new set of paths using the new probabilities, until all fibers are survived.
Let Wj be the weight of path j, initialized as Wj = 1. Define the weight of each
fiber i to be the sum of the weights of paths surviving fiber i, i.e.,
W (fi) =
∑
j:aij=1
Wj. (2.14)
Definition 2.2.1. A fiber is said to be ε-Survivable if
W (fi) ≥ ε
n∑
j=1
Wj for some ε ∈ (0, 1), (2.15)
where n is the total number of paths.
Note that when all the paths have the same weight of 1, a fiber is ε-Survivable if it
is survived by at least ε×n paths. Hence, if a fiber is ε-Survivable with large ε, then
it is likely to be survived by randomly selected paths. This observation is exploited
in our ε-net algorithm as discussed below.
By applying the randomized algorithm for the hitting set problem from [17]
and [18], we can obtain a path-selection algorithm for selecting a random subset
of paths that will survive all of the ε-Survivable fibers, with high probability. In
particular, the algorithm finds a set of paths via s independent random draws (with
replacement), such that in each draw, a path is selected from the entire path set
according to the probability distribution µ(Pj) =
Wj∑n
j=1Wj
, ∀j.
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Our ε-net algorithm iteratively applies this random path selection as follows. After
each iteration, it checks the survivability of the selected path set. If not all fiber
failures are survived, the algorithm doubles the weight of all paths that survive the
failure of fibers in S¯, where S¯ is the set all the fibers that are not survived yet (so
that such fibers are more likely to be survived by the new path set). The random
path selection is repeated with the new probability distribution.
Let ξ be the optimal solution to the MSP problem. By applying the results in
[19, 20], the following theorem can be proved.
Theorem 2.2.3. Assume s = c logK
ε
log logK
ε
, where c is a constant. The ε-net algo-
rithm finds a set of survivable paths of size O(logK log ξ)ξ, with high probability.
This theorem together with Lemma 2.2.1 implies that the ε-net algorithm finds
a survivable path set of size O(log2K)ξ. Moreover, it can be shown that the algo-
rithm requires O(K log(m
K
)) iterations to achieve this performance bound. On the
other hand, the path-selection algorithm needs to select O( logK
ε
log logK
ε
) paths in
each iteration. Therefore, the computational complexity of the ε-net algorithm is
O(K log(K) log(m) log(log(K))). Table 2.1 summarizes the performance of each al-
gorithm under the path length restriction.
Method Approximation Running Time T
ExS Exact Solution O(mK(K+1)) D
Greedy O(logK) O(KmK) D
ε-net O(logK log ξ) O(K log(K) log(m) log(log(K))) P
Table 2.1: Performance bounds under path length restricted version: ExS-Exhaustive
Search, T-Type, D-Deterministic, P-Probabilistic
2.3 Wavelength Restricted version
Another important practical constraint is that in WDM-based networks, the number
of lightpaths using a fiber is limited to say W , which is the number of wavelengths
supported over a fiber. In this section, we assume that a set of logically disjoint
paths with their mapping on the physical topology is given, and the goal is to find a
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minimum survivable path set among those paths under the WDM restriction. Note
that the set of logically disjoint paths can be abstract to a logical topology with two
nodes and parallel links (e.g., the one in Fig. 3-1(a)). Clearly, in this setting, the
WDM restriction implies that each fiber can be used by at most W paths. Using this
property, it can be shown that the MSP problem under the WDM restriction can be
solved in polynomial time. To prove this, we need the following lemma.
Lemma 2.3.1. Under the wavelength restriction, the minimum number of survivable
paths is at most W + 1.
Proof. Suppose that the minimum survivable path set contains more than W + 1
paths. This implies that there exists a fiber whose failure disconnects at least W + 1
paths (so that more than W +1 paths are needed for survivability), which contradicts
to the fact that under the WDM restriction, each fiber can be used by at most W
paths.
Using the fact that the total number of paths that can use a fiber is restricted to
W , we have show that the total number of logical paths in WDM setting is polynomial.
Lemma 2.3.2. Under the WDM restriction, the number of given paths can be at
most W ·m.
Proof. By the Max-Flow Min-Cut Theorem, in the physical topology the number of
disjoint paths between nodes s and t is equal to the minimum s − t cut (MC). On
the other hand, since a fiber can be used by at most W logical links, each physical
path can carry at most W logical links. Therefore, the maximum possible number of
logical paths is W ·MC ≤ W ·m.
Theorem 2.3.1. Under the wavelength restriction, the MSP problem can be solved
in polynomial time.
Proof. By Lemma 2.3.2, the given path set contains O(m) paths. By Lemma 2.3.1,
we only need to enumerate path sets of size up to W + 1 in order to find a minimum
survivable path set. Clearly, this can be done in O(mW+1) time. More details can be
found in Appendix ??.
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Although there exists a polynomial time optimal algorithm, it requires excessive
computation for large values of W and m. As in the case of restricted path length,
we have developed approximation algorithms with better running time. Table 2.2
shows the summary of our approximation algorithms under the wavelength restriction
(See A.2 for details).
Method Approximation Running Time T
ExS Exact Solution O(WW+1mW+1) D
Greedy O(logm) O(W 2m) D
ε-net O(logW log ξ) O(W log(W ) log(m) log(log(W ))) P
Table 2.2: Approximation bounds under wavelength restricted version: ExS-
Exhaustive Search, T-Type, D-Deterministic, P-Probabilistic
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Chapter 3
Minimum number of physical
fibers in Survivable Paths (MFSP)
Our focus so far has been on providing protection using the minimum number of
paths. In the this section, our goal is to find a survivable path set that uses the
minimum number of fibers. This problem seems to have a direct connection to the
minimum cost survivable path set problem where the cost of a path is the number
of fibers used by that path. However, this is not true owing to the fact that costs
of paths are not additive, i.e., a fiber that is used by multiple paths only adds one
unit of cost. In order to make this point clear, consider Fig. 3-1. A minimum cost
survivable path set problem will find paths 1 and 2 as the set of survivable paths
with total cost 7, while the MFSP problem will find paths 2, 3 and 4 as the optimal
survivable path which has the total cost 6. In the next section we will develop ILP
formulations, and analyze the complexity of MFSP.
3.1 ILP Formulation
3.1.1 Path-Based Formulation
We start with an ILP formulation of the problem. Similar to the MSP problem,
the MFSP problem can be formulated in several different ways, but here we only
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(a) Logical Topology
(b) Routing
Figure 3-1: Routing in Multilayer Network
present the path-based formulation which will be used for developing heuristics and
approximation algorithms. Given the set of paths and associated fibers, for each path
j, assign a binary variable Pj which takes the value 1 if path j is selected and 0
otherwise. Similarly, for each fiber i, assign a binary variable fi which takes the value
1 if fiber i is selected and 0 otherwise. The matrix A and vector e are defined in the
same way as in the MSP formulation (2.1)-(2.3).
MFSP : minimize
m∑
i=1
fi (3.1)
subject to A× P ≥ e (3.2)
fi ≥ Pj ∀fi ∈ Pj (3.3)
Pj ∈ {0, 1} ∀Pj (3.4)
In the above, the objective function is the number of fibers used by the selected
paths. Again, the constraints in (3.2) require the selected path to be survivable. The
constraints in (3.3) relate the selected paths and fibers, such that a fiber is selected
if at least one of the paths using the fiber is selected. Clearly, the optimal solution to
the above optimization problem gives a set of survivable paths that use the minimum
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number of fibers.
3.1.2 Link-Based Formulation
The idea of Link-Based formulation for MFSP problem is the same as formulation for
MSP. The only difference is that we do not need to find the paths in the main logical
topology using flow constraints and minimize the number of paths.
For each fiber r, let fr be a binary variable which takes the value 1 if fiber r
is selected, and 0 otherwise. Similar to MSP link-based formulation, variables xijk
refers to the logical links (i, j) and constraint (3.6) refers to the flow constraints in
the remaining logical topology EkL correspondent to the failure of fiber k.
minimize
∑m
r=1 fr (3.5)
subject to
∑
(s,j)∈EkL
xsjk = 1 ∀ Fiber k
∑
(i,t)∈EkL
xitk = 1 ∀ Fiber k
∑
(i,j)∈EkL
xijk −
∑
(j,i)∈Ek
xjik = 0 ∀k,∀i 6= s, t

(3.6)
fr ≥ xijk ∀i, j, k,∀fr ∈ xijk (3.7)
xijk ∈ {0, 1} ∀i, j, k (3.8)
Constraint (3.7) shows the relation between the selected logical links and fibers,
such that fiber i is selected if at least a logical linkusing fi is selected. The objective
function is the sum of selected fibers. Hence, solving this ILP formulation will find a
set of survivable paths that uses minimum number of fibers.
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3.1.3 Cut-Based Formulation
A set of paths will survive any single failure, if in the occurence of any fiber failure
there exist at least one path from s to t.
Let fr be a binary variable for each fiber r, and yij be a binary variable for each
logical link ij. Let N be the set of all nodes in the logical topology. The objective
function is minimizing the total number of selected fibers.
minimize
n∑
r=1
fr (3.9)
subject to
∑
(i,j)∈EkL:i∈S,j∈S¯
yij ≥ 1 ∀k, S ⊂ N,S 6= N, ∅
s ∈ S, t ∈ S¯ (3.10)
fr ≥ yij ∀i, j,∀fr ∈ yij (3.11)
yij ∈ {0, 1} (3.12)
Define “s − t cut” as a cut [S, S¯] such that s ∈ S and t ∈ S¯. Constraint (3.10)
shows that for every “s− t cut” in remaining graph EkL, there exist at least one logical
link from S to S¯. This will gaurantee the survivability of network in the failure of
fiber k. Constraint (3.11) builds the relation between selected logical links and fibers,
such that a fiber i will be selected if at least one logical link using fi is selected.
Constratints (3.10) and (3.11) select the fibers used by a set of survivable paths and
the objective function will find the solution to the MFSP problem.
3.2 MFSP Complexity
The MFSP problem can be shown to be NP-hard.
Theorem 3.2.1. Computing the set of survivable paths using the minimum number of
physical fibers is NP-hard. In addition, this minimum value cannot be approximated
within any constant factor, unless P = NP .
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Proof. We provide a mapping from the Minimum 3-Set Cover problem, which is a
special version of the Set Cover problem where each set has exactly 3 elements, to
the MFSP problem. The Minimum 3-Set Cover problem is NP-hard, and holds all
the inapproximability properties of the Minimum Set Cover problem.
Figure 3-2: Physical Topology
Consider an instance of the Minimum Set Cover problem with the ground set E
and a family of subsets F . Suppose that each subset in F contains only 3 elements.
To show a mapping, we construct a physical topology as shown in Fig. 3-2, such that
each node on the left corresponds to a subset in F = {C1, ..., C|F |} and the nodes on
the right are the elements of E = {e1, ..., em}. Node j on the left is connected to node
i on the right if and only if ei ∈ Cj. Note that a node on the left is connected to only
three nodes on the right (i.e., each set contains only three elements).
We can construct a logical topology and its lightpath routing over the physical
topology; such that for protection, we need to have m paths from s to t that pass
through all the nodes on the right. Moreover, since each path between s and the
nodes on the left uses a large number of fibers, we should select a survivable path
set that uses the minimum number of nodes on the left. Consequently, the minimum
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fiber survivable path set for the aforementioned layered network gives a minimum set
cover for the given instance of E and F , which shows the NP-hardness of the MFSP
problem.
In the physical topology shown in Figure 3-2, nodes s and t are the starting
and ending nodes. Each node on the left side (n nodes) is connected to 3 nodes on
the right such that all the nodes on right are covered by the nodes on left. There
are L nodes between s and each node on the left where L is a large number (say
L ≥ 3m+ 3n so that the left hand side should be the first priority when minimizing
the used number of fibers) and there are m ≥ 3 nodes on the tail of the graph such
that every node on right connects to the tail through the first node r.
The logical topology is shown in Figure 3-3.
Figure 3-3: Logical Topology
In the logical topology, from s to the nodes on right, each fiber is also a lightpath,
while from nodes on right side to t, there are m parallel lightpaths with a specific
routing. The first lightpath will be routed on fibers f1, U1 and L2 to Lm, the second
lightpath will be routed on fibers f2, L1, U2 and L3 to Lm and so on. Therefore,
lightpath i will use fibers fi, Ui and all the other Ljs (j 6= i).
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To survive any single failure in the firbers from right nodes to node t, we need to
have at least m paths, each going through one of the parallel logical links. These m
paths will not share any fiber from nodes on left to nodes on right, thus any single
failure on the fibers between left and right nodes will be survived. Finally, to survive
any fiber failure from node s to nodes on the left, it is enoough that at least two of
paths use disjoint logical links from node s to left nodes.
Consequently, it is enough just to have m paths covering all nodes on the right
hand side. On the other hand, paths between s and left nodes use a large number of
fibers. To have a set of paths using the minimum number of fibers, we need to pick
the minimum number of nodes from left, to cover all the nodes on right which is a
mapping from minimum 3-set cover problem to our problem. The remaining of the
proof is explained in the main text.
Since the MFSP problem is a reduction from the minimum 3-set cover problem,
it is unlikely that the MFSP problem has an efficient optimal algorithm. For this
reason, we develop new heuristics and approximation algorithms. In particular, as in
the previous section, we focus on the practical scenario where the number of paths
on a fiber is at most W , i.e., the wavelength restricted setting. We first present a
greedy algorithm, and then a randomized rounding algorithm based on the path-based
formulation for MFSP.
3.3 Approximation Algorithms
3.3.1 Additive Cost Greedy Algorithm (ACG)
Recall that the goal is to find a survivable path set that uses the minimum number
of fibers. Hence, it is desired to select a path that uses a small number of fibers while
surviving many new fibers (i.e., fibers not survived by already selected paths) as
possible. Note that this is clearly different from the MSP problem where the number
of fibers does not matter. The Additive Cost Greedy algorithm requires the set of
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paths and associated fibers as input. We define a new cost metric in order to take
into account the two factors simultaneously. Let Cj be the number of fibers used by
path j. The “amortized cost” ACj of path j, which is updated for every iteration, is
defined as follows:
ACj =
Cj
#newly survived fibers by Pj
,
where the denominator is the number of fibers survived by path j and not survived
by the previously selected paths. Our greedy algorithm selects a path with minimum
amortized cost, updates the amortized costs of the remaining paths, and continue
until all the fibers are survived. This greedy algorithm, which we call the Additive
Cost Greedy algorithm, gives an approximate solution.
Theorem 3.3.1. The Additive Cost Greedy algorithm provides an O(W logm) ap-
proximation to the MFSP problem.
Before proving Theorem 3.3.1, we need to prove two other Lemmas. Consider a
set S of survivable paths and let F be the total number of fibers used by all paths in
S.
Lemma 3.3.1. Under the wavelength restricted assumption, the following inequality
holds: 1
W
∑|S|
j=1CjPj ≤ F
Proof. Figure 3-4 shows the relation between paths and the fibers used by them.
There exist an edge between node j on left (Pj) and node i on right (fi) if fi ∈ Pj.
Since each path j is using Cj fibers, the total number of edges is
∑|S|
j=1CjPj. On the
other hand, by assumption, each fiber can be used by at most W paths, therefore each
right node can be incident to at most W edges. Thus, we have
∑|S|
j=1CjPj ≤ WF ,
which completes the proof.
Lemma 3.3.2 in below is a direct consequence of Lemma 3.3.1.
Lemma 3.3.2. Let S be a set of survivable paths and R be the set of all possible
survivable path sets (S ∈ R). Let ξ be the minimum number of fibers used by a
survivable path set. Then, we have: 1
W
minS∈R
∑|S|
j=1CjPj ≤ ξ ≤ minS∈R
∑|S|
j=1 CjPj.
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Figure 3-4: relation between paths and fibers
Proof. Lemma 3.3.1 gives the left inequality. In the right inequality, minS∈R
∑|S|
j=1 CjPj
outputs a set S of survivable paths, therefore it is feasible and gives an upperbound
for the optimal solution.
By Lemma 3.3.2, the optimal solution to the problem minS∈R
∑|S|
j=1 CjPj provides
a W approximation to the MFSP problem. Note that this problem seeks to find a
set of survivable paths with minimum cost where the cost of a path is the number of
fibers used by that path, and these costs are assumed to be additive. Clearly, this
problem is a reduction from minimum cost set cover problem. Since the minimum
cost set cover problem is NP-hard, finding a set of survivable paths with minimum
additive costs is also NP-hard. Therefore, we use the explained additive cost greedy
algorithm to approximate the additive cost survivable path set problem. Now we can
prove the O(W logm) bound stated in Theorem 3.3.1.
Proof. Let ξ be optimal value of MFSP problem. By the argument in [21], the additive
cost of paths selected by ACG is not larger than O(logm)ξ, i.e.,
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Greedy
logm
≤ min
P∈S
n∑
j=1
CjPj (3.13)
where Greedy denotes the additive cost of ACG. Combining equation (3.13) and
Theorem 3.3.2 gives the following inequality:
Greedy
W logm
≤ ξ (3.14)
Note that the number Cj in the additive cost of path j does not change over
iterations. That is, the additive cost implicitly assumes that selecting path j will add
Cj fibers to the total cost, while only the number of new fibers is added to the total
cost. Therefore, one can better take into account the actual change to the cost by
updating Cj as the number of fibers that are used by path j and not used by the
previously selected paths. In Section 5, we will show that this Non-additive Cost
Greedy (NACG) algorithm works better than the ACG, by finding survivable path
sets with fewer fibers.
3.3.2 Randomized Rounding Algorithm
Randomized rounding is a widely used technique to solve difficult integer optimization
problems. In general, randomized rounding scheme solves the Linear Program (LP)
relaxation of the original ILP formulation, and rounds the solution randomly. In our
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case, the LP relaxation of the MFSP problem is given as
LP relaxation: minimize
m∑
i=1
fi (3.15)
subject to A× P ≥ e (3.16)
fi ≥ Pj ∀fi ∈ Pj (3.17)
0 ≤ Pj ≤ 1. (3.18)
Let P ∗j and f
∗
i be the optimal values of path j and fiber i. Note that the above
path-based LP uses the set of paths and associated fibers as input. Our randomized
rounding algorithm to solve the MFSP problem works as follows:
1. Initialize S = ∅. Solve the relaxed problem.
2. Select each path j with probability P ∗j , and add it to S if selected.
3. Repeat step 2 for T times.
Since paths are selected randomly, some fibers may not be survived in one iter-
ation. Clearly, as the number of iterations T increases, the probability of surviving
all of the fibers increases. On the other hand, it may increase the number of se-
lected paths and thus fibers. Therefore, the parameter T determines the survivability
probability and the approximation quality of the solution. The following theorem
characterizes this relationship.
Theorem 3.3.2. With T = O(log m
1−q ) iterations, the randomized rounding algorithm
gives an O(W log m
1−q ) approximation with probability at least q.
Proof. We first find an upper bound on the expected number of fibers selected in
each iteration (which gives the approximation quality of the solution), and then, the
probability of survivability is derived.
Expected Number of Selected Fibers
Note that fiber i is selected if any of the paths using the fiber is added to the path set
S. Moreover, in each iteration, each path j is added with probability P ∗j . To count
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the number of selected fibers, define a random variable Fi for each fiber i such that
Fi = 1 if fiber i is selected and 0 otherwise. The expected number of fibers selected
in each iteration can be written as
E[
m∑
i=1
Fi] =
m∑
i=1
Pr(Fi = 1) =
m∑
i=1
(1−Pr(Fi = 0)) (3.19)
Therefore, we need to compute Pr(Fi = 0), which is the probability of a fiber not
being selected. Note again that a fiber is not selected if none of the paths using the
fiber are selected. It follows that
Pr(Fi = 0) =
∏
j:aij=0
(1− P ∗j ) (3.20)
≥
∏
j:aij=0
(1− f ∗i ) (by constraint (3.17)) (3.21)
where the equality is due to the independence of path selections. Let wi be the
number of paths that use fiber fi, i.e., wi = |{j : aij = 0}|. Then, we can obtain
Pr(Fi = 0) ≥
∏
j:aij=0
(1− f ∗i ) = (1− f ∗i )wi , (3.22)
Pr(Fi = 1) ≤ 1− (1− f ∗i )wi . (3.23)
Finally, by using the fact that 1 − (1 − x)n ≤ nx, the probability of selecting a
fiber can be upper-bounded as
Pr(Fi = 1) ≤ wif ∗i . (3.24)
Combining (3.19) and (3.24) yields the following bound on the expected number of
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fibers selected in each iteration:
E[
m∑
i=1
Fi] ≤
m∑
i=1
wif
∗
i
≤ W ×
m∑
i=1
f ∗i (by wavelength restriction)
= W × LP ∗, (3.25)
where LP ∗ is the optimal value of the LP relaxation.
Probability of Survivability
Next, we derive an upper bound on the probability that the selected path set is not
survivable, by applying the idea of the feasibility argument in [15]. First, for each
fiber i, the probability that the selected path set cannot survive the failure of fiber i
can be written as follows:
Pr(fiber i not survived in one iteration) (3.26)
= Pr(none of paths surviving fiber i are picked) (3.27)
=
∏
j:aij=1
(1− P ∗j ) (3.28)
≤
∏
j:aij=1
e−P
∗
j using(1− x ≤ e−x) (3.29)
≤ e−
∑
j:aij=1
P ∗j ≤ 1
e
. (using constraint 3.16) (3.30)
Since the randomized rounding runs for T iterations with T = log m
1−q , we can obtain
Pr(fi not covered in all iterations) ≤ 1
elog
m
1−q
=
1− q
m
. (3.31)
Thus, by the union bound,
Pr(there exist an unsurvived fiber) ≤ m× 1− q
m
= 1− q. (3.32)
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Approximation Result
By (3.25), the total expected number of fibers after T iterations is bounded as
E[Total # fibers] ≤ W log m
1− qLP
∗ (3.33)
Since the solution is in integer form, it is an upperbound for the ILP solution. Thus,
with probability at least q,
E[Total # fibers]
W log m
1−q
≤ ILP ≤ E[Total # fibers]. (3.34)
3.3.3 Random-Sweep Greedy Algorithm (RSG)
Next, we present a new Greedy algorithm for the MFSP problem, which is called the
Random-Sweep greedy. Unlike the Greedy algorithm discussed in Section 2, the RSG
removes a path (from the selected path set) which survives the fibers covered by other
paths; so that the size of the path set can be further reduced while maintaining the
survivability. Although we could not quantify the performance of this algorithm, it
performs near optimally in some scenarios as will be shown in Section 5.
The RSG algorithm also requires the knowledge of the set of paths and associated
fibers. Let Sj be the set of fibers that are survived by path j. Moreover, let the
cost Cj of path j in each iteration be the number of fibers that are used by path j,
and not used by the previously selected paths. Using the cost function Cj, define the
amortized cost ACj as the ratio of Cj to the number of newly survived fibers by path
j. The first two iterations of RSG are the same as the Non-Additive Cost greedy
algorithm. That is, in each iteration, it selects a path with minimum amortized cost.
If the first two paths survive all of the fibers, the algorithm terminates. Otherwise,
it continues as follows.
Suppose the RSG algorithm is in the ith iteration. First, find a path, say i, with
minimum amortized cost among the remaining paths. Then, pick a path, say j,
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Method Approximation Running Time T
ExS Exact O(WW+1mW+1) D
ACG W logm O(W 2m) D
ε-net W logW log ξ O(W log(W ) log(m) log(log(W ))) P
RR W log m
1−p log
m
1−p P
RSG nearly Opt. O(W 2m) D
Table 3.1: Approximation bounds under wavelength restricted version of MFSP: ExS-
Exhaustive Search, RSG-Random Sweep Greedy, ACG-Additive Cost Greedy, RR-
Randomized Rounding, T-Type, D-Deterministic, P-Probabilistic
randomly from the previously selected paths and find Sj ∪ Si, which is the set of
fibers that are survived by either path i or path j. If there exists a path k among
the previously selected paths such that Sk ⊂ Si ∪ Sj, remove path k from the
selected paths. Note that removing such a path does not affect the survivability of
the selected path set, i.e., the same set of fibers are still survived after the removal.
More importantly, we can possibly decrease the number of fibers used by the selected
paths.
Table 3.1 shows the summary of our algorithms for the MFSP problem. Note that
we have also developed an ε-net algorithm and its details can be found in A.3.
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Chapter 4
Communication Networks
Dependency on the Power Grid
Optical Communication Networks are merely one example of a multilayer network.
In fact, there is a strong dependency between almost every network and utility [22].
Figure 4-1 shows such connections between critical infrastructures. There is an ex-
tensive literature on the reliability of the power grid or communication networks, as
separate networks, but there is very little research on modeling the effects of these
networks on each other, especially from the perspective of reliability. In this chapter,
we will focus on the dependency of communication networks on the power grid, and
show that a single failure in the power grid may lead to a large scale failure in the
communication network.
4.1 Power grid Model
In the literature of power grid’s reliability, people mostly have used the linearized
power flow model as the base model. This model is also known as DC model. Here, we
briefly explain the DC model [23]. Suppose we have a directed network GP = (VP , EP )
with nodes VP and edges EP . Given this, we have the following properties for an
operating power grid:
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Figure 4-1: Interdependency between Infrastructures in Today’s World (Source: [1])
• There are three types of nodes in the power grid: 1- Supply Nodes or Generator
denoted by set G; 2- Demand Nodes or Load denoted by set D; 3- Substations
which are neither generator nor load. In fact, these are the nodes that form the
network between the source and destination.
• The power of the generator node i is bounded below by zero and above by Pmax.
• For each demand node i there exist a nominal demand Dinom.
• The arcs EP in the network corresponds to the power lines, where each power
line has positive resistance xij and maximum power capacity uij.
Given these parameters of the power grid GP = (VP , EP ), we can find the flow
on each arc. However, unlike in communication networks, the power flow equations
should satisfy some physical constraints. These physical constraints are due to the
fact that electricity flows over the links based on Kirchhoff’s law. Therefore, unlike
common networks we cannot control the flow of electricity, unless we change some of
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the physical constraints of the network such as line resistance or capacity.
In the linearize model of the power flow in network GP = (VP , EP ), the following
constraints should be satisfied [23]:
∑
j:(i,j)∈EP
fij −
∑
j:(j,i)∈EP
fji =

pi i ∈ C
−Di i ∈ D
0 Otherwise
(4.1)
θi − θj − xijfij = 0 ∀(i, j) (4.2)
|fij| ≤ uij ∀(i, j) (4.3)
Pmini ≤ Pi ≤ Pmaxi ∀i ∈ C (4.4)
0 ≤ Dj ≤ Dnomj j ∈ D (4.5)
In this formulation, the flow in the line ij is denoted by fij and the phase angel of
the voltage at each node i is denoted by θi. Here, equation 4.1 is the typical network
flow constraint, and equations 4.3,4.4 and 4.5 are capacity constraints for power lines,
sources (generator), and destinations (demands). The only unusual constraint is
equation 4.2 which relates the power and resistance of line ij to the phase angel of
its end nodes θi and θj.
Now suppose that one of the nodes or links fail. To satisfy the constraints in
the new setting, the electricity itself reroutes in the network based on equation 4.2.
Now, if the power in a line exceeds its capacity uij, the overloaded line heats up
and eventually fails. This is referred to as a cascading failure. In many cases, the
cascading failure can cause very major blackouts in the power grid. Blackouts in
northeast America in 2003 [24] or in Italy in 2003 [25] are examples of widespread
outage due to the cascading failures in the power grid.
Despite all of these complexities in the power grid, our goal is to analyze the effect
of failures in the power grid on communication networks. Therefore, we only focus
on the connectivity of the power grid, rather than the amount of flow in the lines,
or the satisfied demand; this can be done by ignoring the power line capacities, i.e.
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cascading failures due to overloading are ignored. Under this situation, a substation
operates, i.e. has power, if and only if it is connected to a generator (whether directly
or through a path of other substations.
To simplify the model, we assume that generators are not prone to failure. We
can also assume that, without loss of generality, there is only one generator G in the
power grid, and all of the substations should be connected to G in order to get power.
This can be done by connecting all of the generators to a super generator. Figure 4-2
shows the process of transforming a network with multiple generators to a network
with a single super generator.
Figure 4-2: Process of Transformation
In our model, the communication network is the logical layer, and the underlying
power grid is the physical layer such that any failure in the physical layer may lead
to failures in the logical layer. As explained above, the power grid can be modeled
with a graph GP = {VP , EP} where VP ’s are the substations, and the EP ’s are the
power lines connecting the substations to each other and to the generator. Moreover,
the topology of communication network is denoted by graph GL = {VL, EL} where
the nodes VL are the routers, and the links EL are the links connecting them.
In this model, we analyze the network with respect to single failures in the power
grid. However, unlike in optical communication networks, the failures in the physical
topology are not independent. In fact, if a substation fails, it can disconnect other
substations from the generator and results in their failure.
Moreover, the dependency between the logical and physical layer is through the
nodes. Here, each router in the communication network needs electric power for
operation, and it receives this power from the power substations in the physical
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layer. Therefore, if a substation fails, all of the routers that get their power from
this substation will also fail. Note that if a router is connected to more than one
substation, all of the substations should fail in order to cause the failure of that
router. This is in contrast to optical communication networks where if a lightpath
is routed on multiple fibers, the failure of each fiber could result in the failure of
that lightpath. This demonstrates another key difference between the power grid
and optical communication networks. To simplify the model, we assume that every
router is getting power from only one substation. Figure 4-3 shows the model of the
communication network dependency on the power grid.
Figure 4-3: Communication Network and Power Grid Dependency Model
Figure 4-4 shows how a single failure in the power grid can cause multiple failures
in the communication network. As shown, substation 1 fails at the beginning and
causes the failure of routers 1 and 5. Moreover, the failure of substation 1 disconnects
substation 2 from the generator. Subsequently, the failure of substation 2 causes the
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failure of routers 2, 6 and 7.
Figure 4-4: Failure of one substation cascading in both power grid and communication
network
In the following sections, we will try to answer some of the fundamental questions
regarding reliability of communication networks in this setting. In order to increase
the reliability of communication network, we tend to use redundant paths: one as
primary path, and the other as back-up path which is disjoint from the primary one.
However, in this multilayer setting, disjointness of paths in communication layer is
not enough. This is due to the fact that two logically disjoint paths may use the same
substation and fail simultaneously. In the next section, we focus on the problem of
finding two primary and back up paths that are both physically and logically disjoint.
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4.2 SRLG-Disjoint Paths in Communication-Power
Network
Consider two nodes s and t in the communication network layer. Suppose that we
want to find one primary path, and one back up path that is physically disjoint from
the primary path, in the sense that failure of one substation cannot cause the failure of
both paths. Here, the risks are the failure of substations, and the problem reduces to
finding two SRLG-disjoint paths between source s and destination t. Hu proved that
the problem of finding two SRGL disjoint paths in a general setting is NP-complete
[7]. Using a similar structure, we prove that finding two SRLG-disjoint paths in our
special setting is also NP-complete.
Theorem 4.2.1. In two layer setting of communication network and power grid, the
problem of finding two SRLG-disjoint paths between two nodes in the communication
network is NP-complete.
Proof. This proof is based on the reduction of the NP-complete problem of set split-
ting to our problem of finding two SRLG-disjoint paths between two nodes in the
communication network. To show this reduction, we need to construct a special
power grid and communication network which fits in the structure of set splitting
problem.
Set Splitting Problem: Given a collection of subsets Ci (i = 1, · · · , K) of a
finite set C, the problem is finding two disjoint subsets of C such that each subset
contains at least one element in Ci for i = 1, · · · , K [13].
First, we construct a special communication network as our logical layer GL =
{VL, EL}, using a similar notation as in [7] (See Figure 4-5). As shown in Figure 4-5,
graph GL consists of K subgraphs GL,1, · · · , GL,K . Each subgraph contains a set of
nodes, and every node in subgraph i is connected to every node in subgraph i + 1.
Moreover, node s is connected to all of the nodes in subgraph GL,1, and node t is
connected to all of the nodes in subgraph GL,K .
We say a logical node is correspondent to a set of risks if the failure of each element
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Figure 4-5: Logical Layer Special Structure
in the set leads to the failure of that logical node. In our setting, the risks are the
substations, and the elements in risk set are the nodes in the physical topology VP .
We assume that in our special structure, every logical node is correspondent to a
single risk; this implies that the failure of the substations should be independent.
Otherwise, if S1 causes S2 to fail and S2 causes logical node i to fail, both S1 and
S2 will be in the risk set of node i. Under the assumption of disjoint substation
failures, it is easy to construct a physical layer correspondent for the logical layer,
and a mapping between the logical and physical layer in Figure 4-5. We construct
the physical topology as a star graph with one generator G in the center, and |VP |
nodes as the substations directly connected to the generator G. To show the mapping
between two layers, we connect every logical node to its risk in the physical layer (see
Figure 4-6).
We also define a set of risks Ri for every subgraph GL,i, where Ri is the set of
substations that lead to the failure of nodes in GL,i. Clearly, this is equivalent to the
union of risks of all of the nodes in GL,i.
Now, the mapping from the set splitting problem to our problem is similar to [7].
Based on the definition of Set Splitting problem, if we set C as the set of all risks,
and Ri = Ci ∀i = 1, · · · , K as the set of risks in subgraph GL,i, then the reduction
of set splitting problem to the problem of finding two SRLG-disjoint paths in the
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Figure 4-6: Special Structure of Logical and Physical Layers with Mapping
communication-power network is straightforward. Since the set splitting problem is
NP-complete [13], finding the SRLG-disjoint paths is also NP-complete.
Similar to the optical communication network, SRLG-disjoint paths may not exist
in this model; thus, we look at the problem of finding the minimum number of paths
in the communication network that are needed to survive any single failure in the
power grid.
4.3 MSP in Communication-Power Network
Suppose that the set of SRLG-disjoint paths do not exist. In order to have a reliable
connectivity between two nodes s and t, we should find the minimum number of
paths in the communication network that are needed to survive any single failure in
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the power grid, i.e. substation failure.
The formulation of MSP problem is similar to the MSP problem in chapter 2.
Suppose, we have m substations in the physical layer, and n paths between nodes s
and t in the logical layer. A path Pj fails if at least one of its logical nodes fails due
to the failure of a single substation. Define matrix A ∈ Rm×n such that aij = 1 if
substation i will not cause the failure of path j, and aij = 0 otherwise. Under this
definition, the MSP problem can be formulated similar to the formulation in chapter
2 as follows:
minimize
n∑
j=1
Pj (4.6)
subject to A× P ≥ e (4.7)
Pj ∈ {0, 1}, j = 1, · · · , n (4.8)
Given the set of paths, we show that constructing matrix A can be done in poly-
nomial time. If the substations fail independently, then a logical node fails only due
to the failure of the substation to which it is directly connected. Therefore, it is
straightforward to obtain the matrix A. Now, if the substations can be dependent,
the failure of one substation will cascade in the power grid. Moreover, each failed
substation will lead to the failure of a set of logical nodes directly connected to it.
Therefore, if we can find the failures cascaded in the grid, we can find the failed
logical nodes immediately. On the other hand, in our power grid model, a substation
operates if and only if it is connected to a generator. Therefore, we can easily find
the cascading failures by removing the failed node and checking the connectivity of
each substation to the generator. Repeating this procedure for all of the nodes, it
will take O(m2) to obtain the matrix A in general dependent case.
Theorem 4.3.1. Computing the minimum number of paths between nodes s and t
in the communication network that are needed to survive any single substation failure
is NP-complete. In addition, this minimum value cannot be approximated within any
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constant factor, unless P = NP.
Proof. Here, we show that we can construct a special power grid and communication
network on top of that in a way that the MSP problem in the communication network
can be reduced from the NP-complete problem of Minimum Set Cover.
Minimum Set Cover Problem: Given a set of elements E = {e1, e2, · · · , en}
and a family F = {C1, C2, · · · , Cm} of subsets of E, the problem is finding the
minimum value k such that there exist k subsets {Cj1, Cj2, · · · , Cjk} ⊂ F that cover
E, i.e., ∪Cjl ∈ C = E [13].
Similar to the proof of Theorem 2.1.1, given an instance of Minimum Set Cover
Problem with ground set E and family of subsets R, we construct a physical topology
E = {s1, · · · , sm} such that each si corresponds to a substation. We also construct a
logical topology of parallel paths {P1, · · · , Pn}, where each path corresponds to the
subset of substations such that their failure will not affect that path. It follows that
the minimum number of logical paths that survives all of the physical fibers is equal
to the size of a minimum set cover.
As the last step of proof, we need to show that we can construct such logical and
physical topology with the given mapping. Let the physical topology be a star graph
where a single generator is in the center, and all of the m substations are directly
connected to that generator. Moreover, let the logical topology be the set of parallel
paths p1, · · · , pn that are logically disjoint, i.e. do not share any logical node. For
each path pj, we are given the set of substations Pj such that their failure will not
affect path pj. Therefore, we set the size of each path pj to exactly m − |Pj| logical
nodes and connect each logical node to one of the substations not in Pj. This way,
each logical path survives the failure of Pj substations. Figure 4-7 shows an example
of this mapping.
The inapproximability result follows immediately from the inapproximability of
the Minimum Set Cover problem.
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Figure 4-7: Mapping of the communication network on the power grid for E =
{s1, · · · , s5} and R = {{s2, s3}, {s1}, {s1, s4, s5}}.
4.4 Maximum Number of Risk-Disjoint Paths
In this section we focus on the problem of finding the maximum number of paths that
are risk disjoint, i.e. failure of any substation can affect one and only one of these
paths.
Let P1, · · · , Pn be the set of all logical paths between nodes s and t. Define matrix
B ∈ Rm×n as the complement of matrix A in the MSP formulation, i.e. bij = 1 if
aij = 0, and bij = 0 otherwise. This means that if the failure of substation i results
in the failure of path j, then we set bij = 1. Here, the problem would be finding the
maximum number of paths such that each substation is used by at most one path.
This problem can be formulated as follows:
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maximize
n∑
j=1
Pj (4.9)
subject to B × P ≤ e (4.10)
Pj ∈ {0, 1}, j = 1, · · · , n (4.11)
In the above formulation, the objective function in 4.9 is to maximize the total
number of selected paths. Moreover, each row i in constraint 4.10 limits the paths
that can use substation i to at most 1. Similar to the MSP problem, this is a path
based formulation which requires the knowledge of all logical paths between nodes s
and t, which is exponential in the general case.
In the following, we prove that the problem of finding the maximum number of
risk-disjoint paths is NP-complete by a reduction from the well-known maximum set
packing problem.
Theorem 4.4.1. Computing the maximum number of risk disjoint paths between
nodes s and t is NP-complete. In addition, this maximum value cannot be approxi-
mated within any constant factor, unless P = NP.
Proof. The proof is based on the reduction of well-known Maximum Set Packing
problem to a special structure of our problem. First, we will construct the special
power grid and communication network, and then we will show the reduction.
Set Splitting Problem: Given a set of elements E = {e1, e2, · · · , en} and a
family F = {C1, C2, · · · , Cm} of subsets of E, the problem is finding the maximum
value k such that subsets {Cj1, Cj2, · · · , Cjk} ⊂ F are mutually disjoint [13].
Given an instance of Maximum Set Packing Problem with ground set E and family
of subsets F , we construct a physical topology E = {s1, · · · , sm} which contains m
substations. We also construct a logical topology of parallel paths P1, · · · , Pn, and
each path corresponds to the subset of substations such that their failure leads to the
failure of that path. Therefore, finding the maximum risk disjoint paths is equal to
finding the maximum number of sets Pj’s that do not share any risk, i.e. mutually
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disjoint. This is exactly equivalent to solving the Maximum Set Packing problem.
Since this problem is a well-known NP-complete problem, the problem of finding
maximum risk disjoint paths is also NP-complete.
The inapproximability result follows immediately from the inapproximability of
the Maximum Set Packing problem.
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Chapter 5
Simulation Results and Conclusion
5.1 Simulation Results
We compare the performance of our algorithms using both large-scale random network
topologies, as well as the US backbone network topology. In particular, we compare
the following algorithms:
• ILP-based optimal algorithm computed by CPLEX; denoted by ILP
• Simple Greedy algorithm from Section 2.2.1; denoted by MSPG
• Additive Cost Greedy algorithm from Section 3.3.1; denoted by ACG
• Non-additive Cost Greedy algorithm from Section 3.3.1; denoted by NACG
• Random-Sweep Greedy algorithm from Section 3.3.3; denoted by RSG
• Randomized rounding algorithm from Section 3.3.2; denoted by RR
• ε-net algorithm from Section 2.2.2; denoted by EPS
5.1.1 Performance in Large-scale Random Topologies with
Path Length Restriction
We first consider a random layered network where the logical topology consists of
10 paths between nodes s and t. This layer is mapped onto the physical topology
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containing 100 fibers, using the mapping structure shown in [12]. In the K restricted
version of the problem, each path consists of at most K fibers. For each value of
K, we generate 1000 random topologies each with 10 paths routed on the physical
topology in a way that each path can select up to K fibers at random, uniformly
and independently. We then apply our algorithms to each network in order to find a
minimum survivable path set (i.e., to solve the MSP problem). Note that the perfor-
mances of Randomized Rounding and ε-net algorithms depend on the survivability
guarantee of the algorithms, which are 99.9% and 100% respectively for the results
shown below.
Figure 5-1: Comparison of algorithms for MSP under path length restriction
Figure 5-1 compares the average number of survivable paths found by each algo-
rithm. It can be seen that as the value of K increases, the number of paths increases.
This is due to the fact that when K is large, logical paths consist of more fibers;
therefore, more logical paths are needed since they can share more fibers. Figure 5-2
compares the logarithm of the running time of the algorithms. It can be seen that
the Randomized Rounding algorithm is the fastest, while the RSG algorithm and
the ε-net algorithm have larger running times. Note also that the running times are
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Figure 5-2: Run Time comparison of different heuristics with respect to optimal
nearly independent of K.
5.1.2 Performance in Large-scale Random Topologies with
WDM Restriction
Similar to the previous section, we consider a random layered network with 20 paths
between nodes s and t in the logical layer. For each W , we generate 1000 ran-
dom topologies under the the wavelength restriction where at most W paths can be
assigned to each fiber. In order to solve the MSP problem, we have applied our algo-
rithms to each network. The survivability guarantees of the Randomized Rounding
and ε-net algorithms are 99.9% and 100% respectively for the results shown below.
Figure 5-3 compares the average number of survivable paths found by each algo-
rithm. It can be seen that as the value of W increases, the number of paths increases.
This is due to the fact that when W is large, more logical paths can share a fiber, and
therefore, more logical paths are needed since a single physical link failure can lead to
a large number of logical path failures. Note that the Random-Sweep Greedy (RSG)
algorithm is closest to the optimal. Figure 5-4 compares the running time of each
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Figure 5-3: Comparison of algorithms for MSP under WDM restriction
algorithm. Similar to the K-restricted version, we observe that randomized rounding
is the fastest.
5.1.3 Performance of MFSP in Large-scale Random Topolo-
gies with WDM Restriction
We first consider a random layered network where the logical topology consists of
50 paths between nodes s and t. This layer is mapped onto the physical topology
containing 100 fibers, using the mapping structure shown in [12]. In the wavelength
restricted version of the problem, at most W paths can be assigned to each fiber.
For each value of W , we generate 1000 random topologies each with 50 paths that
are randomly routed on the physical topology. We then apply our algorithms to
each network in order to find a survivable path set using the minimum number of
fibers (i.e., to solve the MFSP problem). Note that for Randomized Rounding the
performance depends on the survivability guarantee of the algorithm, which is 99.9%
for the results shown below.
Figure 5-5 compares the average number of fibers in the survivable path set found
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Figure 5-4: Run Time Comparison of Different heuristics with respect to Optimal
by each algorithm. It can be seen that as the value of W increases, the number of
used fibers increases. This is due to the fact that when W is large, more logical
paths can share a fiber, and therefore more logical paths are needed since a single
physical link failure can lead to a large number of logical path failures. Note that the
Random-Sweep Greedy (RSG) algorithm is nearly optimal, and the performance of
ε-net algorithm is better than RSG for large values of W . Figure 5-6 compares the
logarithm of the running time of the algorithms. It can be seen that the Randomized
Rounding algorithm is the fastest, while the RSG algorithm which gives the closest to
optimal solution, and the ε-net algorithm which performs nearly optimal for networks
with large values of W , have larger running times. Note also that the running times
are nearly independent of W for all of the proposed algorithms. In contrast, obtaining
the exact optimal solution using the ILP formulation becomes quickly impractical as
W increases.
Next, we consider larger networks where there are 1000 fibers in the physical
topology and 500 paths in the logical topology, with W ranging from 1 to 40. Fig-
ure 5-7 shows the performance of the various algorithms as a function of W . The
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Figure 5-5: Comparison of algorithms for MFSP problem: Approximation quality in
random networks
performance of the ILP-based algorithm is omitted since CPLEX often fails to find a
solution within a reasonable amount of time. Again we see that the RSG algorithm
considerably outperforms the rest of algorithms.
5.1.4 Performance in Real Networks
Next, we examine the performance of the approximation algorithms over the US
backbone topology shown in Figure 5-8, with the objective of finding a minimum
survivable path set between nodes 4 and 22 [26]. For the logical topology, we generated
random graphs with eight nodes (including nodes 4 and 22) each of degree 4. We use
shortest path lightpath routing for the logical links.
Table 5.1 shows the average number of paths and average running time of each al-
gorithm. It can be seen that the RSG and randomized rounding algorithms are nearly
optimal; furthermore, the randomized rounding gives a solution almost instantly. We
also note that the survivability guarantees of the Randomized Rounding and ε-net
algorithms are 99.9% and 100% respectively for the results shown in the table.
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Figure 5-6: Run Time Comparison of Different heuristics with respect to Optimal
Method Number of Paths Running Time (ms)
ILP 2.0069 7.2133
RSG 2.0160 2.0167
RR 2.0482 0.0272
MSPG 2.2241 0.1911
EPS 2.551 1.6000
Table 5.1: Comparison of Algorithms for MSP in Real Networks
5.2 Summary
We considered the problem of finding survivable paths in layered networks. The
traditional disjoint paths approach for protection cannot be directly applied to layered
networks, since physically disjoint paths may not always exist in such networks. To
address this issue, we introduced the new notion of survivable path set. We showed
that in general the problem of finding the minimum size survivable path set (MSP) and
the problem of finding the minimum fiber survivable path set (MFSP) are NP-hard
and inapproximable. However, under practical constraints, we are able to develop
both optimal and approximation algorithms for the MSP and MFSP problems. We
also modeled the dependency of data communication network on the power grid as a
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Figure 5-7: Comparison of Approximation Algorithms in Large Networks
layered network, and we showed how failures in the power grid lead to failures in the
communication network. We proved that the problems of finding two SRLG-disjoint
paths, minimum survivable path set and the maximum number of risk disjoint paths
between a source and destination in the communication network are NP-complete.
5.3 Future Work
As explained in Chapter 1, modern networks are coupled and should be modeled as
multilayered networks capturing the interdependency between the networks. OWDM-
based network is the only network technology that has been well studied as a multi-
layer network. Power grid and its influence on other networked infrastructures is a
very important subject which has gained interest in recent years. Many researchers
are working on the issue of power grid reliability. On the other hand, as explained
the communication network strongly depends on the power grid, such that a single
failure in power grid can lead to multiple failures in the communication network. In
the future, we hope to study the layered network architecture in more details; with
focus on the aspect of network design, i.e. how to design a communication network
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Figure 5-8: Physical Topology
which is reliable to the failures in power grid.
Recently, Rosato et. al. investigated the 2003 blackout in Italy [27]. They showed
that such a large scale blackout was due to the interdependency between the commu-
nication network and the power grid, in a way that failures in the power grid resulted
in failures in the communication network, and failures in the communication network
resulted in failures in the power grid. Based on this observation, one can model the
behavior of the two networks as a layered network with two way dependency, such
that failure in one network leads to failure in the other network. We plan to define
new metrics for survivability in such networks, and develop algorithms for robust
network design on this setting.
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Appendix A
Proofs
A.1 Proof of Theorem 2.2.3
In the procedure of ε-net algorithm, the “path-selection” algorithm will be applied
iteratively, and checks the survivability of the selected path set after each iteration. If
not all fibers are survived, the algorithm doubles the weight of all paths that survive
the failure of fibers in S¯, where S¯ is the set all the fibers that are not survived yet,
and repeat the random path selection.
Let ξ be the optimal solution of MSP. Based on the results in [19, 20], it can be
shown that if in each iteration the selected subset of paths survive a “good” subset of
fibers, in O(ξ log(m
ξ
)) iterations, the algorithm will return a set of survivable paths,
with high probability. A subset is “good” if it is an ε-net.
Definition A.1.1. Consider a set system F = (X,R), where X is the set of elements
and R is the set of subsets of X. A set H ⊂ X is an “ε-net ” of F if S ∩H 6= ∅, for
every subset S ∈ R for which |S| ≥ ε|X|.
Lemma A.1.1 claims that it is guaranteed that in each iteration the selected paths
survive a “good” subset of fibers
Lemma A.1.1. For all ε ∈ (0, 1
2
), if s = c logK
ε
log logK
ε
, where c is a constant, the
path-selection algorithm selects a subset of paths that survives all of the ε-Survivable
fibers with high probability.
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For the proof of Lemma A.1.1, we use the new techniques found by Haussler and
Welzl in [28]. Theorem A.1.1 is an improvement on their work [18, 19].
Before presenting Theorem A.1.1, we need to define VC-dimension.
Definition A.1.2. Let R be a set system on a set X. Let us say that a subset A ⊂ X
is shattered by R if each of the subsets of A can be obtained as the intersection of
some S ∈ R with A, i.e. if R|A = 2A.
Define the VC-dimension of R, denoted by dim(R), as the supremum of the sizes
of all finite shattered subsets of X. If arbitrarily large subsets can be shattered, the
VC-dimension is ∞.
Theorem A.1.1. Let F = (X,R) denote a set system with weights w(u). For every
ε ∈ (0, 1
2
), a random sample of X according to the probability distribution w(u) =
w(X) is likely to to be an ε-net with respect to w(u), if the sample contains O(d
ε
log(d
ε
))
elements, where d is the VC-dimension of the set system.
To prove Lemma A.1.1, it is enough to show that O( logK
ε
log( logK
ε
)) paths are
needed to cover all ε-Survivable fibers.
Let X = {P1, · · · , Pn} be the set of paths in our problem, and R = {f1, · · · , fm}
be the set of subsets of X, where each fiber-set fi corresponds to the set of paths that
survives the failure of fiber i. Therefore, an ε-net will cover all ε-Survivable fibers.
In this setting, a subset A of paths is shatterd if intersection of A with every fiber-
set produces all the subsets of A. For instance, A = {P1, P2, P3} is shattered by R if
there exist 8 fibers f1, f2, f3, f4, f5, f6, f7, f8 such that {A ∩ f1 = P1, A ∩ f2 = P2, A ∩
f3 = P3, A∩f4 = {P1, P2}, A∩f5 = {P1, P3}, A∩f6 = {P2, P3}, A∩f7 = A,A∩f8 = ∅}.
Lemma A.1.2. In path length restricted version of MSP, VC-dimension d is less
than logK.
Proof. Suppose VC-dimension is d. Then, by definition, there exist a subset of paths
A of size d which intersection of A with all fiber-sets generates all subsets of A. In
particular, for every Pj ∈ A, half of the subsets created by A ∩ R should contain Pj
and the other half should not contain it.
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Under the path length restricted assumption, each path uses at most K fibers,
and survives at least m−K remaining fibers. Therefore, at least m−K fibers contain
a particular path j. Thus,
2d−1 ≤ m−Kandd ≤ 1 + log(m−K). (A.1)
On the other hand, for each Pj at most K fibers do not contain it. Hence,
2d−1 ≤ Kandd ≤ 1 + logK. (A.2)
By combining both equations A.1 and A.2, we will have the following result:
d ≤ 1 + logK. (A.3)
A.2 Epsilon-Net in WDM
Using the same techniques discussed in the Section A.1, we have the following Theo-
rem:
Theorem A.2.1. The ε-net algorithm finds a set of survivable paths of size O(logW log ξ)ξ,
with high probability and terminates in O(ξ log(m
ξ
)) iterations.
To prove Theorem A.2.1, we need Lemma A.2.1. Then, by an argument similar
to the one to prove Thm 2.2.3, the ε-net algorithm will find a set of survivable paths
with a logW log ξ approximation bound.
Lemma A.2.1. ∀ε ∈ (0, 1), if s = c logW
ε
log logW
ε
where c is a constant, the path-
selection algorithm selects a subset of paths that survives all of the ”-Survivable fibers
with high probability.
Proof. Similar to the argument for the proof of Theorem A.1.1, it is enough to prove
Lemma A.2.2.
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Lemma A.2.2. In wavelength restricted version of MSP, VC-dimension d is less
than W .
Proof. Let X = {P1, ..., Pn} be the set of all paths, and R = {f1, ..., fm} be the set
of all fiber sets where a fiber is associated i.e., Pj ∈ fi if and only if path j survives
fiber i’s failure.
Let VC-dimension be d. Then, by the definition of VC-dimension, there exist a
subset A of paths such that |A| = d and intersection of A with all fiber sets generates
all the subsets of A. In particular, there exist a fiber set i such that fi∩A = ∅, which
means A ⊂ X − fi. Thus,
d = |A| ≤ |X − fi|. (A.4)
On the other hand, under the wavelength restricted assumption, each fiber can be
used by at most W paths. Therefore,
n−W ≤ |fi|, ∀fi. (A.5)
Combining inequalities (A.4) and (A.5) results in d ≤ W .
A.3 Epsilon-Net in MFSP
Combining the results of Randomized algorithm described in subsection 2.2 and The-
orem 3.3.2 results in the following corollary.
Corollary 1. Using the ε-net algirithm, one can find an O(W logW log ξ) approxi-
mation.
Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 3.3.1.
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